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　　Abstract　　Based on m-stem sand semi-extensible st ructure , a model i s presented to represent RNA planar pseudoknots , and corre-
sponding dynamic programming algori thm is designed and implemented to predict arbit rary planar pseudoknots and simple non-planar pseu-

doknots with O(n4)time and O(n 3)space.The algorithm folds total 245 sequences in the Pseudobase database , and the test results in-

dicate that the algori thm has good accuracy , sensi tivity and specificity.
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　　Energy minimization algorithm is currently a

principal method to compute the optimal secondary

structure f rom RNA sequence[ 1] .Zuker algo rithm

predicts RNA secondary st ructure w ithout pseudo-

knots in O(n
3
)time and O(n

2
)space for a sequence

of length n.

Recent ly , pseudoknots were confirmed in the

RNAs of humans and many other species[ 2] .Finding
the best st ructure including arbit rary pseudoknots has

been proved to be NP-hard
[ 3]
.One method for fold-

ing pseudoknots adopts heuristic search , such as

quasi-Monte Carlo search
[ 4]

and genet ic algo rithm
[ 5]
.

Another method resorts to a more simplistic energy

model to fold pseudokno ts , such as base pai rs maxi-

mization algori thm of O(n
4
)t ime

[ 6]
, and maximum

weight matching algorithm of O(n
3
)time

[ 7]
.

Now the method for folding a t ractable subclass

of pseudoknots becomes increasingly important.RE

algori thm can recognize the class of arbi trary planar

and part non-planar pseudoknots in O(n
6
)t ime and

O(n
4
) space

[ 8]
.LP algori thm only considers one

planar pseudoknot wi th O(n
5
) time and O(n

3
)

space
[ 3]
.Our previous algo rithm considers the class of

arbit rary planar pseudokno ts and one non-planar

pseudoknot wi th O(n
5
)time and O(n

4
)space

[ 9]
.

JR algo rithm only considers simple nested pseudo-
knots w ith O(n

4
)time and O(n

2
)space

[ 10]
.

In this paper , the model and algori thm based on

m-stems and semi-extensible structure are presented

and implemented to predict arbi trary planar pseudo-
knots and simple non-planar pseudoknots.It can fold

sequence of 800 nucleotides and all 245 sequences in

the PseudoBase
[ 11]
.

Compared wi th RE algorithm , its time complex-

ity is reduced from O(n
6
)to O(n

4
), space com-

plexi ty is taken from O(n
4
)to O(n

3
), and for the

test set of RE algorithm , i ts sensitivity is improved

from 82.8% to 87.1%, and specificity is increased

f rom 78.9% to 82.0%.

1　Preliminaries

Let s=s1 , s2 , … , sn be an RNA sequence , base
si ∈{A , U , C , G}, 1≤i ≤n.The subsequence si , j

=si , si+1 , … , sj is a segment of s , 1≤i≤j≤n .

If si and sj are complementary bases{AU , CG ,
UG}, then si and sj may const itute a base pair (i ,
j).RNA secondary st ructure S is a set of base pairs

(i , j)for s.Each base can at most take part in one

base pair.

Suppose that (i , j)∈ S and i <r <j.If no

(i′, j′)∈ S where i<i′<r<j′<j , then we say r

is accessible from(i , j).The pair(p , q)∈ S is to be

accessible from (i , j)if both p and q are accessible ,
i<p <q <j.The u(≥0)unpaired bases and



k -1(≥0)pairs , accessible f rom (i , j)∈ S , consti-
tute the k-loops closed by (i , j).1-loops are called

hai rpins.2-loops for u =0 are called stacked pairs

stems , for p-i -1>0 and j -q-1>0 are called

internal loops , else for p -i-1=0 or j-q-1=0

are called bulges.k-loops (k ≥3)are called multi-
loops.Let E2(i , k :l , j)denote the energy of 2-loops
closed by base pair (i , j)and (k , l)∈ S , i <k <l

<j.

Base pai rs(i , j)and(k , l)are said to be com-
patible if they are juxtaposed (e.g.i <j<k <l)o r

nested(e.g.i <k <l<j), otherw ise be one pseu-
doknot , that is , they are crossed base pairs(e.g.i<
k <j<l), as in Fig.1.

RNA secondary st ructure is often represented by

Feyman diag ram.In Fig .1 solid level line represents

an RNA sequence , solid arcs represent base pairs ,
and virtual arcs represent that the relation betw een

tw o bases is uncertain.

Fig.1.　The representation of RNA secondary st ructures including

pseudoknots.H , hairpin;S , Stem;B , bulge;IL , internal loop;

M , Mult i-loop;P , pseudoknot;NP , non-planar pseudoknot.

Any pseudoknot whose representation in Feyman

diagram requires crossing lines is called a non-planar
pseudoknot , otherw ise a planar pseudoknot.

2　Algorithm including pseudoknots

Recent ly , JR algorithm takes O(n
4
)time and

O(n
2
)space to compute pseudoknots , where each

pseudoknot consists of tw o crossed stems , and two

pseudoknots can only be in nested o r parallel position.
In practice , the pseudoknots composed of internal

loops and bulges of ten occur in the secondary st ruc-
ture.The crossed pseudokno ts are also of great im-
po rtance , and should not be ignored.

We design a new algorithm to predict the RNA

secondary structure including the above-mentioned

cases.Our algorithm takes O(n
4
)t ime and O(n

3
)

space.

2.1　Basic principle

Definition 1.For subsequence si , j , if(i , j), (i
+1 , j -1), …,(k , l)are base pairs , i≤k <l ≤j ,

then the st ructure closed by (i , j)and (k , l)∈ S is

called 1-stem S 1[ i , j ] .If S 1[ i , j ] closed by (i , j)

and(r , s)∈ S , (m -1)nested 1-stems closed by

(r′, s′)and(k , l)∈ S , i≤r<r′≤k <l≤s′<s≤
j and u =r′-r +s -s′>2 , then the structure

closed by (i , j)and (k , l)∈ S is called m-stems

Sm [ i , j] .The optimal energy of S m [ i , j] is denoted

as ES m(i , j).Correspondingly the leng ths of opti-
mal Sm [ i , j ] are deno ted as LSm(i , j)=k -i +1

and RSm(i , j)=j-l+1.

Let LS (i , j)∈{LS 1(i , j), LS 2(i , j)},
RS(i , j)∈{RS1(i , j), RS 2(i , j)}, ES(i , j)∈
{ES 1(i , j), ES2(i , j)}.Note that S 2[ i , j] is com-

posed of two nested 1-stems and their internal un-
paired bases.ES 2(i , j)=ES 1(i , j)+E 2(r , r′:s′,
s)+ES 1(r′, s′).Equally ES m(i , j)is composed of

m nested 1-stem and their internal unpai red bases ,
ESm(i , j)=ES 1(i , j)+E2(r , r′:s′, s)+

ESm-1(r′, s′).

In our algorithm , the free energy and the leng th

of m-stems(m ≤2)are pre-computed and stored in

t riangular matrices ES(i , j), LS(i , j)and RS(i ,
j)in O(n

3
)time and O(n

2
)space.

Arbit rary pseudoknots can be decomposed into

m-stems and multi-loops.In the PseudoBase
[ 11]
,

there are 245 RNA sequences including 254 pseudo-
knots.Pseudoknots composed of 1-stem get up to

58.7%, and those composed of m-stems get up to

94.5% of all pseudokno ts.In [ 11] , there is only one

non-planar pseudokno t of all 254 pseudoknots.So we

consider this class of planar pseudoknots based on m-
stems.

Definition 2.A semi-ex tensible st ructure is de-
fined to be tw o connected segments si , k and sl , j , i<k
<l<j , satisfying (1)or (2):

1)There exist p and q , i<p<q<k , such that

sp , q and s l , j const itute m-stems or mult i-loops.Let

F[ i , k :j ] deno te the semi-ex tensible st ructure.Cor-
respondingly EF (i , k :j)denotes the energy of

F[ i , k :j] .The leng th of F [ i , k :j] is denoted as

LF(i , k :j)=j-l+1.

2)There exist p and q , l<p<q<j , such that

si , k and sp , q constitute m-stems or multi-loops.Let

F[ i:l , j ] denote the semi-extensible structure.Cor-
respondingly EF (i:l , j)denotes the energy of
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F[ i:l , j] .The leng th of F [ i:l , j ] is denoted as

LF(i:l , j)=k -i+1.

Once the optimal semi-ex tensible st ructure F[ i:
l , j] is def initive , LF(i:l , j)is also definitive.So

LF(i:l , j)can sto re unique F[ i:l , j] with O(n
3
)

space.Similarly LF(i , k :j)can store unique F [ i ,
k :j ] w ith O(n

3
)space.

Fig .2 gives a simple pseudoknot.Dots denote

bases.()and [ ] deno te base pairs.JR algo rithm

const ructs a pseudoknot wi th two 1-stem (S 1 [ 1 ,
19] , S 1[ 7 , 30])and three sequences (s13 , 14 , s6 , 6 ,
s20 ,24).Each 1-stem is determined by tw o parame-

ters , and each 1-stem requires O(n
2
)space to store ,

so its t ime complexity is O(n
4
)and space complex ity

is O(n
2
).Accordingly , JR algorithm can only pre-

dict simple nested pseudokno ts composed of two 1-
stems , and cannot compute crossed pseudoknots.

Now we ex tend JR algorithm as follow s.First
w e pre-compute m-stems , then replace 1-stem with

m-stems in JR algorithm.The calculation of m-

stems needs O(n
4
)time and O(n

2
)space , so the

computational complexity of this algo rithm keeps in-
variant.Furthermore complex nested pseudoknots

composed of two m-stems can be computed , but

crossed pseudoknots cannot be predicted yet.

From Fig.2 , we can further see that W(1 , 30)
=EF(1 , 6:19)+EF(7:20 , 30)+W(13 , 14)=
ES 1(1 ,19)+ES 1(7 ,30)+W(13 , 14)+W(6 , 6)+

W(20 , 24).So one pseudoknot can be decomposed

into the crossing of tw o semi-extensible st ructures and
one subsequence.One semi-ex tensible st ructure can

be described by m-stems and multi-loop.So pseudo-
kno ts can be described recursively.Semi-extensible

st ructures can contain pseudoknots , and the crossing

of two semi-ex tensible st ructures can also constitute

pseudoknots , so crossed pseudoknots can be computed.

Fig.2.　Const ruction of a simple pseudoknot.

2.2　Model and algorithm

Applying the above principle , we ex tend JR al-
gori thm to predict planar pseudoknots.Figs.3 and 4

give the illust ration of our model.

Let V(i , j)be the minimum energy fo r si and

sj forming a base pair (i , j).The computation of

V(i , j)can be represented as Fig.3.V(i , j)can

be computed f rom three cases:S is one 1-loop , S is

one 2-loops , and S is one k-loops(k ≥3).

Let W(i , j)be the minimum energy possible for

si , j.The computation of W(i , j)can be represented

as Fig.3.W(i , j)computed f rom six cases of S :sj
is unpai red(Fig .3(1));si is unpaired (Fig.3(2);
si and sj do not constitute a base pair (i , j)and be-

long to different secondary structures f rom si , k and

sk +1 , j , i<k <j (Fig.3(3));si and sj constitute a

base pair (i , j)(Fig.3(4))and si , j consists of tw o

semi-ex tensible st ructures and one subsequence (Fig.
3(5),(8), (9));si , j consists of one semi-ex tensible
st ructure and one subsequence(Fig.3(6),(7));5—
9 in Fig .3 are used to compute the minimal f ree en-
ergy of pseudoknots st ructures.

Fig.3.　The represen tat ion of W and V in the pseudoknots algorithm.

　　The recursion of V and W can be expressed as

(1)and(2)in our computational model.M deno tes

the sco re for generating a multi-loop.P denotes the

score fo r each pair in a multi-loop.Gw denotes the

score for introducing a pseudoknot.WM has identical

recursions wi th W , but different parameters.
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V(i , j)=min

E 1(i , j)

min{E 2(i , j)+V(k , l)},

　i < k < l < j ,
　u = k -i +j -l -2 <U

min{WM(i +1 , h)

　+WM(h +1 , j -1)+M +P},

　i <h < j -1

(1)

W(i , j)=min

V(i , j), W(i +1 , j),W(i , j -1)
min

i<k<j-1
{W(i , k)+W(k +1 , j)

min
i≤k≤l≤j-1

{EF(i , k :l)

　+EF(k +1:l +1 , j)
　+WM(k +1

　+LF(k +1:l +1 , j),
　l -LF(i , k:l))+GW)}

min
i+1≤l≤j

{EF(i:l , j)

　+WM(i +LF(i:l , j), l -1)}

min
i≤k≤j-1

{EF(i , k :j)

　+WM(k +1 , j -LF(i , k :j)}

min
i<k≤l≤j-1

{EF(i:k , l)

　+EF(i +LF(i:k , l), k -1:j)
　+WM(l +1 , j -LF(i

　+LF(i:k , l), k -1:j))
　+GW)}

min
i<k≤l≤j-1

{EF(i:l +1 , j

　-LF(k , l:j))+EF(k , l:j)
　+WM(i +LF(i:l +1 , j

　-LF(k , l:j)), k -1)+GW)}

(2)

　　Fig.4 gives the computational illust ration of se-
mi-extensible st ructures F [ i:l , j ] .The computa-
tional illustrat ion of F [ i , k :j ] can be given co rre-
sponding ly.One semi-ex tensible st ructure is comput-
ed from four cases.One semi-ex tensible structure is

one m-stems or 2-loops in Fig.4(1).One semi-ex-
tensible structure consists of another semi-ex tensible
st ructure and one subsequence(Fig.4(2),(3)).One

semi-extensible structure consists of tw o other semi-
extensible st ructures (Fig.4(4)—(7)).One semi-
extensible structure consists of another semi-ex tensi-
ble st ructure and one unpaired base(Fig.4(8)).We

use Fig.4(6)to implement the computation of m-
stems.The recursions of Fig.4 are given as(3)in

our computational model.Gwh denotes the score for

overlapping pseudoknots.

EF(i:l , j)= min
l<q<j

ES(i , j)or E 2(i , k :l , j),

　i < k < l < j

EF(i:q , j)+WM(l , q -1)

EF(i:l , q)+WM(q +1 , j)

EF(l , q:j)+EF(i:q +1 , j
　-LF(l , q:j))+Gwh

EF(l , q:j)+EF(i:l
　+LF(l , q:j), q -1)+Gwh

EF(l , q:j)+EF(i
　+LF(l , q:j)-1:l , q)
EF(i +LF(i:q , j):l , q -1)
　+EF(i:q , j)
EF(i +1:l , j)+Q′

(3)

Fig.4.　The representation of F in the pseudoknots algori thm.

2.3　Coaxial stack and dang le base

Coaxial stack is an especially stable configuration

in RNAs.They are added to our computational model

as illust rated in Fig.5.Fig.5(1)indicates that if

(i , k)and(k +1 , j)∈ S , this configuration is spe-
cially favored by an amount C(i , k :k +1 , j), be-
cause substructures corresponding to V(i , k)and

V(k +1 , j)are coaxial stacks.According ly , if two

semi-ex tensible st ructures are adjacent and tw o adja-

cent bases bo th form base pairs in Fig.3 and Fig.4 ,
this configuration is specially favored by a special val-
ue.

Fig.5.　The representation of coaxial stack and dangle base.

Dangling is also an especially stable conf igurat ion
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in RNAs.They are added to our computational model

as illustrated in Fig.5(2)—(4), which indicate that

one unpaired base contiguous to a base pair has a dif-
ferent thermodynamic contribution f rom other un-
paired bases.The recursions of Fig.5 are given as

(4)in our computational model.

2.4　Non-planar pseudoknots

In Fig.6 , one pseudoknot is formed using the

crossing of tw o semi-ex tensible st ructures F[ i:l , q]
and F[ i+LF(i:l , q):q+1 , j ] , and one non-pla-
nar pseudoknot can also be constructed if

si+LF(i:l , q)+LF(i+LF(i:l , q):q+1 , j)-1 , l-1 and bases

outside si , j form base pairs.Introducing Fig.6 into

our model , simple non-planar pseudokonts can be pre-
dicted.The recursion of F ig .6 is given as(5)in our

computational model.
min

i <k<j-1
{V(i , k)+V(k +1 , j)

　+C(i , k :k +1 , j)}
L(i:i +1 , j)+V(i +1 , j), R(j:i , j -1)
　+V(i , j -1) (4)
L(i:i +1 , j -1)+R(j:i +1 , j -1)
　+V(i +1 , j -1)
min
l<q<j

{EF(i:l , q)+EF(i +LF(i:l , q):q +1 , j)

　+Gwh} (5)

Fig.6.　T he computation of non-planar pseudoknots.

2.5　Implement

We pre-computed the minimum free energy of 1-
stem and 2-stems , and stored them in matrices ES 1

and ES 2.Then we computed the minimum free ener-
gy of the compatible st ructures and pseudokno t st ruc-
tures for each subsequence si , j according to the recur-
sions of(1)—(5), and sto red them in matrices W ,
V and EF .The dynamic prog ramming algo rithm

w orks by adding one base at a time to si , j , and ob-
serving w hat the best structure is at each step.The
last number to be computed , W(1 , n), represents

the minimum free energy for the w hole sequence s.
Correspondingly the admissible secondary st ructure S

is achieved by a t race back through the matrices W

and V , and matrices EF , LF , ES , LS and RS .

The computation of the matrices for 2-stems

takes O(n
3
)time.From Fig.3 , the computat ion of

W takes O(n
4
)time.From Fig.4 and Fig.6 , the

computation of EF takes O(n
4
)time.So the alg o-

rithm requires O(n
4
)time.

Pre-computed matrices take O(n
2
)space.The

energy matrices V and W take O(n
2
)space.The

matrices EF and LF for semi-ex tensible structure

take O(n
3
)space.So the algo rithm requires O(n

3
)

space.

3　Results

We implemented the algo rithm w ith C ++.
Then we optimized the energy parameters , and com-
puted all sequences in PseudoBase.Our algori thm is

called LZ alg orithm for simplification below.

3.1　Comparison of algo rithm

First w e computed the test set of RE algori thm

using the same parameter as RE algo rithm.The re-
sult for LZ algo rithm is as follow s.

The comparison of time is show n in Table 1.A
PC w ith 256 MB RAM and 2.3 GHz CPU was used

to test for LZ algori thm , while a high performance

computer Silicon Graphics origin 200 wi th 4GB RAM

did fo r RE algorithm.It took 46 seconds for LZ alg o-
rithm and 20 minutes for RE algori thm to compute 75

nucleotides , 214 seconds for LZ algori thm and 235

minutes for RE algorithm to compute 105 nu-
cleotides.It took 61 minutes for LZ algori thm to

compute 200 nucleotides , while RE algorithm is un-
able to do so.In fact LZ algorithm can successfully

compute 800 nucleot ides.

Table 1.　The comparison of LZ algorithm with RE alg orithm

in computational time

Length o f sequence LZ algorithm RE algo rithm

75 46 seconds 20 minutes

105 214 seconds 235 minutes

200 61 minutes

　　The test set of RE algo rithm has 116 sequences ,
which can be classed into two g roups:sequences con-
taining pseudoknots and sequences only containing

compatible st ructures.For this set , our tested results

of 101 sequences are the same wi th RE algorithm ,
those of 11 sequences are bet ter than RE algorithm ,
those of 4 sequences are w orse than RE algorithm ,
and those of all sequences only containing compatible

st ructures are the same wi th RE algo rithm.The com-
parison for 15 sequences of different results is show n

in Table 2.
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Table 2.　The comparison of LZ algorithm with RE algorithm in different results

Sequence

T rue

base
pair

Predicted base pair fo r LZ algo rithm Predicted base pair for RE algo rithm

All Co rrect Sn% Sp% All Correct Sn% Sp%
Result

Bio ton 　 12 　 20 　 11 　 91.7 　 55 　　21 　　7 　 58.3 　 33.3 Good

CCMV34 45 43 37 82.2 86.1 46 31 68.9 67.4 Good

HIVRT -I.3-8 10 10 10 100 100 9 9 90 100 Good

HIVRT -I.3-13 10 10 10 100 100 9 9 90 100 Good

HIVRT -I.3-23 10 10 10 100 100 9 9 90 100 Good

HIVRT -I.3-43 10 10 10 100 100 9 9 90 100 Good

HIVRT -I.3-30 10 10 10 100 100 9 4 40 44.4 Good

HIVRT -I I.3-9 9 9 9 100 100 8 0 0 0 Good

HIVRT -I I.3-31 10 10 10 100 100 10 9 90 90 Good

HIVRT -I I.3-12 10 10 10 100 100 9 9 90 100 Good

typeC2.2b 6 9 3 50 33.3 6 0 0 0 Good

TMVdown 34 33 31 91.2 93.9 34 32 94.1 94.1 Bad

CM V1 42 42 31 73.8 73.8 39 31 73.8 79.5 Bad

HIVRT -I.3-29 8 6 5 62.5 83.3 11 8 100 72.7 Bad

typeB-1.6 7 9 4 57.1 44.4 9 7 100 77.8 Bad

Average 87.2 84.7 71.7 70.6

　　LZ algorithm computes pseudoknots based on m-
stems.It conduces to the formation of a complete and

correct pseudoknot.So the results of part sequences

are better than RE algorithm.For sequence bioton ,
LZ algorithm correctly predicted pseudoknots , while

RE algorithm only co rrectly did one stem and incor-
rectly did another stem.For sequences H IV RT-I.3-
8 ,-13 ,-23 ,-43 and HIVRT-II.3-31 ,-12 , LZ algo-

rithm and RE algorithm both correctly predicted

pseudoknots , while RE algori thm lost one base pair.
For sequence HIVRT-II.3-9 , LZ algo rithm correct-
ly predicted pseudoknots , while RE algorithm did not

find pseudoknots and the predicted tw o stems were

both incorrect.Fo r sequence HIVRT -I.3-30 , LZ al-
go rithm correct ly predicted pseudoknots , while RE

algori thm only co rrectly predicted one stem.For se-
quence typeC2.2b , LZ algori thm correctly predicted

one stem , while RE alg orithm did not correct ly pre-
dict any stem.

At the same time , the results of part sequences

for LZ algorithm are w orse than RE algori thm .Fo r
sequence H IV RT - I.3-29 , RE algori thm co rrectly

predicted pseudoknots , but forecasted three spurious

base pairs;LZ algorithm correctly predicted one

stem , and lost another stem.For sequence typeB-1.6 ,
both the LZ and RE algo rithms predicted two spuri-
ous base pairs , RE algorithm correctly predicted

pseudoknots;LZ algori thm only correctly did one

stem , but the pai red bases on the 5′side of another

stem were right and these on the 3′side only stag-
gered one base.For sequence TMVdown , LZ and RE

algorithms bo th correctly predicted tw o parallel pseu-
doknots and seven stems , but the number of correctly

predicted base pairs of LZ algo rithm w as one less than

that of RE algorithm.For sequence CMV1 , the

number of correct ly predicted base pair for LZ and RE

algorithm w as equal , but the number of incorrectly

predicted base pai rs of LZ algorithm w as 3 more than

that of RE algorithm.

According to the evaluation criterion of gene pre-
diction algorithm presented by Burset and Guigo in

1996 , we used sensitivity and specificity as a target to

evaluate LZ and RE algorithms.We compared the re-
sult of LZ algori thm w ith that of RE algorithm , as
show n in Table 3.The average sensitivity of LZ alg o-
rithm is 84.8%, which is bet ter than 82.8% of RE

algorithm;the average specificity of LZ algorithm is

80.7%, which is better than 78.9% of RE alg o-
rithm.

Table 3.　The comparison of LZ algorithm with RE algo rithm

RE alg orithm LZ algorithm

Se% Sp% Se% Sp%

Average 82.8 78.9 84.8 80.7

　　Therefore we can see from the test result that LZ

algorithm is clearly bet ter than RE algorithm in

search speed , average sensi tivity and specificity.
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3.2　Optimizat ion parameters

Because of the lack of biological experimental da-
ta for mult i-loops and pseudokno ts , the energy pa-
rameters of multi-loops and pseudoknots are deter-
mined through computer simulation in general.We

computed the test set of RE algorithm in different pa-
rameters w ith LZ algo rithm to contrast and determine

the parameters of LZ algorithm , as shown in Table 4.

After optimization , we determined the energy

parameters as follow s:Gw =6.3 , Gwh =6.0 , M =
4.1.

With optimized parameters , we recalculated the

test set of RE algorithm.From the result in Table 4 ,
we can see that the average sensitivity is improved

from 84.8% to 87.1%, and the average specificity is

increased from 80.7% to 82.0%.

Table 4.　The effect on sensitivity and specificity under differ-
ent parameters

Parameter Se% Sp%

Gw=4.6 Gwh=4.6 M=4.6 83.8 78.0

Gw=5.6 Gwh=5.6 M=4.6 85.5 80.3

Gw=6.2 Gwh=6.0 M=4.0 86.4 81.3

Gw=6.3 Gwh=6.0 M=4.1 87.1 82.0

Gw=6.4 Gwh=6.0 M=4.2 86.2 81.2

Gw=6.8 Gwh=6.0 M=4.6 85.4 80.9

Gw=7.0 Gwh=6.0 M=4.6 84.8 80.7

3.3　PseudoBase

PseudoBase is a special pseudoknot data base.
We computed all 245 sequences in PseudoBase af ter

optimizing the parameters of pseudoknots , as show n

in Table 5.

Table 5.　The test results fo r PseudoBase

To tal
sequences

Sequences contain-
ing pseudoknots

Rate

Cor rect To tal Se% Sp% Acc%

PseudoBase 245 173 218 83.6 76.6 70.6

Other viral

3′-UTR

84 71 73 91.0 91.2 84.5

　　In Table 5 , the predicted structures of 218 se-
quences contain pseudokno ts , the forecast rate of

pseudoknot is 85.7%;the predicted st ructures of 173

sequences contain correct pseudoknots , the fo recast

accuracy is 70.6%;the average sensi tivi ty is 83.6%
and the average specificity is 76.6%.For 84 se-
quences of 3-UTR in o ther viruses , the forecast rate

of pseudokno ts is 86.9%, the forecast accuracy is

84.5%, the average sensitivity is 91.0%, and the

average specificity is 91.2%.

4　Discussion

Based on semi-ex tended st ructure and m-stems ,
we present a new dynamic prog ramming algori thm

w ith O(n
4
)time and O(n

3
)space to predict the op-

timal RNA secondary st ructure.

LZ algorithm can solve arbit rarily nested o r par-
allel pseudoknots composed of m-stems and multi-
loops , and a subclass of crossed pseudoknots w hose

representation in Feyman diagram does not require

crossing lines(as Fig.7(1), PKB150 in [ 11]).So
our algori thm can solve arbit rary planar pseudoknots.
　　

LZ algori thm can also calculate simple non-planar
pseudoknots(as Fig .7(2), PKB71 in [ 11]).LZ al-
gori thms cannot calculate complex non-planar pseudo-
knots , as in Fig.7(3)(parallel -sheet protein).But
RE algorithm canno t calculate Fig.7(3)yet.

Fig.7.　T he planar and non-planar pseudoknots structures.

　　 RE algorithm takes O(n
6
)time and O(n

4
)

space to compute the secondary structures including

planar and part non-planar pseudoknots , where pseu-
doknots are rest ricted to be represented by only two

gap matrices.The algorithm is practical fo r sequences

shorter than 140 bases.While our algorithm is practi-
cal for sequences shorter than 800 bases.Our algo-

rithm and RE algori thm canno t compute complex

non-planar pseudoknots , but the types of non-planar
pseudoknots predicted by RE algorithms are mo re

than that by our algorithm.It is the unique dif ference
of our algorithm from RE algo rithm.The test results

indicate that the search speed , the sensitivity and

specificity of our algo rithm are bet ter than those of
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RE algo rithm , therefore our algorithm is more ef fi-
cient than RE alg orithm for planar pseudoknots pre-
diction.

JR algorithm takes O(n
4
) time and O(n

2
)

space to compute simple nested pseudoknots , where

each pseudoknot consists of two crossed stems , and
tw o pseudokno ts can only be in nested or parallel po-
sition.JR algorithm can compute pseudoknots com-
posed of two 1-stems , but cannot compute pseudo-
knots composed of m-stems for k >1.JR algo rithm

cannot compute pseudoknots composed of multi-loops
and crossed pseudokno ts , as Fig .7 illustrates.

Our algo rithm can compute arbitrary nested

pseudoknots composed of internal loops , bulges and

multi-loops , and crossed pseudoknots w ith the same

time complexi ty as JR algori thm .So our algo rithm

can compute more complex nested and crossed pseu-
doknots than JR algo rithm.

LP algo rithm takes O(n
5
)time and O(n

3
)

space to compute pseudoknots , where one pseudoknot

consists of tw o compatible st ructures.LP algo rithm

can compute the class of one planar pseudokno t.LP
algori thm cannot compute multi-pseudoknots(such as

Fig.7).So our algo rithm can compute more complex

multi-pseudoknots , and takes less time than LP algo-
rithm.

The accuracy of our algorithm is 70.6%.The
accuracy of Zuker algo rithm is about 70%, and it can

reach 90% through selecting 5%—10% sub-optimal

st ructures.In general , if the accuracy reaches above

80%, the structure can basically be identified.
Therefore , through selecting 5%—10% sub-optimal

st ructures , the accuracy of our alg orithm w ill fully

meet the requirement.This is our further step of

study.
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